Abstract-This paper considers the radar scenes which contain numerous rapidly changing terrains, i.e., there are more than one clutter-edge in the environment. This kind of radar scenes incurs sharply degradation in the performance of the present adaptive constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detectors as the statistical characteristic of reference cells is highly heterogeneous. To solve this problem, we propose a homogenous reference cells selector to improve the performance of CFAR detector in highly heterogeneous environment. The selector is comprised of an M -N clutter-edge detector cascading a terrain classifier. The M -N clutter-edge detector is used to obtain multiple clutter-edges in heterogeneous environment. With the detected clutter-edges, the terrain classifier is derived to obtain identical distributed range cells. Based on the selector, a modified Log-t-CFAR detector is suggested. Finally, the performance of the proposed selector and CFAR detector is evaluated by measured data and computer simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detectors are widely used in radar systems. In these schemes, the CFAR detectors are based on the assumption that the reference cells share the identical statistical characteristic with the cell under test (CUT) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , i.e., the background is homogenous. Unfortunately, in many real-world scenes, the homogeneity assumption is not satisfied any more, e.g., from water to land. This heterogeneous environment incurs rapidly declining in the performance of adaptive CFAR detectors, especially when targets are closed to the clutter-edges (i.e., the dividing line of two different distributions).
To solve this problem, several adaptive CFAR detectors in heterogeneous environment have been investigated. In [8, 9] , a kind of switching-CFAR has been presented to obtain an optimum detection threshold in homogenous and heterogeneous radar environments. An OS-CFAR detector with binary integration in homogenous and heterogeneous Weibull background has been introduced in [10] . Several clutter-edge detection methods for adaptive CFAR detectors have been, respectively, presented in [11] [12] [13] . Nevertheless, the above cited works are barely focus on some simple heterogeneous environments (i.e., there is only one clutter-edge in the environment). Unfortunately, the actual radar scenes, especially with the widely application of the high resolution radars and low grazing angles, always contains a variety of rapidly changing terrains (such as the urban areas and coastal regions), there are more than one clutter-edge in the environment. This kind of highly complicated environment results in significantly degradation in the performance of the above cited CFAR detector. Study of this situation is lacking in current literature, and it is the main topic of this paper.
In this paper we propose a homogenous reference cells selector to choose identical and independent distributed (IID) reference cells with CUT in highly heterogeneous Weibull clutter background. The proposed selector contains an M -N clutter-edge detector cascading a terrain classifier. Specifically, the M -N clutter-edge detector which consists of a sliding clutter-edge locator with an M out of N detection is exploited to detect the locations of multiple clutter-edges. Then according to the detected clutter-edges, range cells not adjacent to each other but with identical distribution are selected by using terrain classifier. Based on the selector, we also propose a modified Log-t-CFAR detector. Thus, the threshold of the proposed CFAR detector can be reasonably calculated by the selected homogenous resolution cells. Finally, the performance advantages of the proposed selector and CFAR detector is verified by the measured data and computer simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the homogenous reference cells selector. In Section 3, the homogenous reference cells selector based CFAR detector is introduced. And then the performance of the proposed selector and CFAR detector is verified respectively in 4. Finally, we conclude our discussion.
THE HOMOGENOUS REFERENCE CELLS SELECTOR
This section gives the details of the homogenous reference cells selector which contains an M -N clutter-edge detector and a terrain classifier.
M -N Clutter-edge Detector
Considering a heterogeneous radar scene, the clutter data received from N L range cells is assumed to be Weibull distribution, whose probability distribution function (pdf) is [14] :
where β is the scale parameter and λ the shape parameter. N L range cells are divided into several regions with different clutter parameters by the clutter-edges. We denote the clutter-edge as the dividing-line of two neighboring regions. As shown in Figure 1 , the distribution parameters of the clutter in the regions A, B, C and D are different. We also assume that the clutter-edges only exist in the region under test. In order to detect the clutter-edges in the region under test, an M -N clutter-edge detector is proposed. As shown in Figure 2 , a sliding window of length N slides a range cell at a time from left to right. At every sliding, we employ a clutter-edge locator to detect the location of a possible clutter-edge.
In the sliding window, we define H K 0 as the hypothesis of not having a clutter-edge between the Kth and (K + 1)th range cells, while H K 1 denote the hypothesis that a clutter-edge is located between the Kth and (K + 1)th range cells, where 1 ≤ K ≤ N − 1. And the clutter-edge locator traverse tests H K 1 against H K 0 . After sliding, all the boundaries of adjacent range cells in the region under test are tested N times. The Kth boundary is indeed the clutter-edge when H K 1 is judged more than M − 1 times, as shown in Figure 2 . Next we briefly introduce the clutter-edge locator in the sliding window. Assume that x i is the ith output sample from an envelop/square law detector and these random samples
And we suppose a clutter-edge is located between the Kth and (K + 1)th range cells, as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Block of clutter-edge locator.
The clutter-edge partitions
where vector y K contains only the first K elements of x, and the joint pdf is
, therein y k is the kth element of y K , and a y = [β y , λ y ] are the unknown parameters of y K (β y is the scale parameter and λ y the shape parameter); z K contains the last N − K elements of x, and the joint pdf is
By H K 1 , the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to locate the unknown clutter-edge [13] :
The maximum likelihood estimation of Weibull distribution parameters are [15] :
where,β is the estimate of scale parameter andλ the estimate of shape parameter. Thus, the MLE value of a y and a z areˆ
Substitute the MLE value of a y and a z into Equation (2), then:
where std(·) is the expression of the mean square value. With the estimatedK, the minimum description length (MDL) approach is used to test
where ξ = 2 ln (N ).
In conclusion, the process of the clutter-edge locator can be illustrated as follows [13] 
3. The clutter-edge is located atK = arg min k f (k), the clutteredge doesn't exist ifK = 0.
Terrain Classifier
The radar surveillance area is usually complicated, such as two kinds of terrains change rapidly and alternately. The M -N clutter-edge detector obtains overmuch clutter-edges, the divided region between adjacent clutter-edges contains finite range cells. This problem would lead to significant performance degradation in adaptive detectors. To solve this problem, we consider two basic principle: 1) the range cells with identical distribution to the CUT are included in the referent window even they are far from the CUT. 2) the range cells with alien distribution to the CUT are excluded in the referent window even they are adjacent to the CUT. Such as shown in Figure 4 , we define that a kind of terrain is equivalent to a pdf, range cells in Terrain A1 and A2 have identical distribution, while distribution of range cells in Terrain B1 and B2 is differ from Terrain A1 and A2. The CUT is located in terrain A2. Then, range cells both in Terrain A1 and A2 can be used as reference cells. In order to identify the distributions between different terrains, the terrain classifier is introduced.
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Terrain A2 CUT Figure 4 . The sketch map of rapidly changed terrain.
As mentioned in Subsection 2.1, the receive data is Weibull distribution whose pdf is totally decided by the scale parameter and shape parameter. By estimating the scale parameter and shape parameter of the regions between adjacent clutter-edges, terrains with identical distribution can be selected. However, the value of the parameters can not be estimated accurately according to finite range cells, it is fluctuating in a range. Thus, we categorize the shape and scale parameters that satisfied a certain range as a kind category. The block diagram of terrain classifier is shown in Figure 5 and the process can be illustrated as:
1. Use Equation (3) to estimate the shape and scale parameters of all the divided regions between adjacent clutter-edges.
2. Sort the estimated shape and scale parameters respectively. 3. According to the range of sorted parameters, divide the shape and scale parameters into T 1 and T 2 parts separately.
4. Number the divided shape and scale parameters from 1 to F = T 1 × T 2 , so the receive data has F kinds of terrain. 
THE MODIFIED LOG-T-CFAR DETECTOR
The homogenous reference cells selector is used to determine the reference window of the CUT, in which the range cells are homogenous to the CUT. We set the length of the reference window L ∈ (L min , L max ). As Figure 1 With the decided reference window of CUT, the modified Log-t-CFAR detector is:
Else if, L
x CUT −w std(w)
where x CUT is the echo of CUT, w = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w L ] the range cell samples in the reference window, L the length of w,w the sample mean, T L the detector threshold which is related to L and satisfies the false alarm probability P f a , and the calculation of T L is deduced in [16] .
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Performance of Homogenous Reference Cells Selector
We use MSTAR Public Data two-dimensional clutter data [17] and IPIX measured data [18] to evaluate the performance of the proposed homogenous reference cells selector.
MSTAR Public Data
MSTAR Public Data is measured data of SAR, the clutter usually comes from grassland, forest, cities and other ground clutter which can be well fit by Weibull distribution [19] . The HB06237 of MSTAR Public Data is considered, it is shown in Figure 6 . As the resolution of MSTAR Public Data is high, we assume M = 36, N = 72, F = 6 with two categories of shape parameters and three categories of scale parameters. The results of M -N clutteredge detector and the terrain classifier are illustrated in Figure 7 
IPIX Measured Data
IPIX measured data is collected at the Osborne Head Gunnery Range (OHGR), Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada, with the McMaster University IPIX radar. Specifically, we use the data recorded on November 11, 1993. Radar is located at 44 • 36.72 N, 63 • 25.41 W, 100 feet above sea level, the size of the data is 1900 × 160 [18] . Figure 8 is the IPIX clutter intensity map in the rectangular coordinates system. Set M = 16, N = 32, F = 6 with three categories of shape parameters and two categories of scale parameters. The results of M -N clutter-edge detector and the terrain classifier are separately shown in Figure 9 (a) and Figure 9 (b). Comparing Figure 8 and Figure 9(a) , the clutter-edges are detected accurately by the M -N clutter-edge detector. And comparing Figure 8 with Figure 9 (b), we can see that the terrains are validly classified by the terrain classifier. However, there are a few vertical bars parallel to y-axis at homogeneous areas. Because of the undesirability of radar receiver, the receive data in this area has some outliers data which leads to the parameters misestimating. And the inaccurate parameters further cause the terrain misclassifying in this area. And in practical radar application, we can eliminate these vertical bars through the average results of multiple frame data.
Performance of the Modified Log-t-CFAR Detector
The performance of the proposed CFAR detector is evaluated and compared with the CFAR detector proposed in [13] and traditional Log-t-CFAR detector by computer simulation. The CFAR detector proposed in [13] is an enhanced Log-t-CFAR detector by incorporating a clutter-edge detection and localization algorithm. And the CFAR detector in [13] is based on the assumption that there is no edge or at most one edge in the reference window.
In this paper, we consider there are 150 range cells with independent Weibull-distribution random samples. The received signal component is located at the 75th range cell, and follows the Swerling I model with a normalized random Doppler shift uniformly distributed over (−π, π]. Throughout our simulations the probability of false alarm is set to P fa = 10 −4 . The number of Monte-Carlo experiments is 10000. The reference window length of Log-t-CFAR detector and the CFAR detector proposed in [13] is 32, whereas the proposed CFAR detector is [L min , L max ] = [8, 32] . Figure 11 gives the curves of detection probability versus the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of the proposed CFAR detector, the CFAR detector proposed in [13] and Log-t-CFAR detector in homogenous background and heterogeneous background, the terrain distribution in heterogeneous background is shown in Figure 10 . As Figure 11 is illustrated that the proposed CFAR detector performs same as the CFAR detector proposed in [13] and the Log-t-CFAR detector in homogenous environment as all the range cells share the identical statistical characteristic with CUT. While in highly heterogeneous background, the proposed CFAR detector significantly outperforms the CFAR detector proposed in [13] and the Log-t-CFAR detector. Figure 11 . Detection performance of proposed CFAR compared with CFAR proposed in [13] and Log-t-CFAR.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a homogenous reference cells selector in highly heterogeneous Weibull clutter background. The selector is composed of an M -N clutter-edge detector concatenating a terrain classifier. The M -N clutter-edge detector is used to obtain multiple clutter-edges in heterogeneous background. With the detected clutter-edges, the IID reference cells in heterogeneous Weibull clutter background are selected by using the terrain classifier. Based on the proposed selector, a modified Log-t-CFAR detector, using resolution cells share identical distribution with CUT as reference window to evaluate threshold, has been proposed. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed selector is confirmed by measured data, while the performance of the proposed CFAR detector is verified by computer simulation.
The results reveal that the clutter-edges in heterogeneous background can be accurately obtained from the proposed M -N clutter-edge detector and different terrains can be partitioned by the terrain classifier, thus, the proposed selector has good performance in heterogeneous background. And the proposed CFAR detector performs same as the Log-t-CFAR detector and the CFAR detector proposed in [13] in homogenous environment, however, significantly outperforms both the Log-t-CFAR detector and the CFAR detector proposed in [13] in heterogeneous background. Consequently, the proposed CFAR detector has good performance in highly heterogeneous background.
